Abstract. Future galaxy clustering surveys will probe small scales where non-linearities become important. Since the number of modes accessible on intermediate to small scales is very high, having a precise model at these scales is important especially in the context of discriminating alternative cosmological models from the standard one. In the mildly nonlinear regime, such models typically differ from each other, and galaxy clustering data will become very precise on these scales in the near future. As the observable quantity is the angular power spectrum in redshift space, it is important to study the effects of non-linear density and redshift space distortion (RSD) in the angular power spectrum. We compute non-linear contributions to the angular power spectrum using a flat-sky approximation that we introduce in this work, and compare the results of different perturbative approaches with N -body simulations. We find that the TNS perturbative approach is significantly closer to the N -body result than Eulerian or Lagrangian 1-loop approximations, effective field theory of large scale structure or a halofit-inspired model. However, none of these prescriptions is accurate enough to model the angular power spectrum well into the non-linear regime. In addition, for narrow redshift bins, ∆z 0.01, the angular power spectrum acquires nonlinear contributions on all scales, right down to = 2, and is hence not a reliable tool at this time. To overcome this problem, we need to model non-linear RSD terms, for example as TNS does, but for a matter power spectrum that remains reasonably accurate well into the deeply non-linear regime, such as halofit.
Introduction
After the tremendous success of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) observations [1] , presently major efforts in cosmology are going into the observation and modelling of the distribution of galaxies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As this data set is three dimensional, it is potentially much richer and may allow us to study the evolution of cosmic structure formation.
However, on small scales the fluctuations in the matter density can become large at the present time. Therefore, first order cosmological perturbation theory is not sufficient to describe structure formation on these scales and numerical N-body simulations, in principle including also hydrodynamic effects, are needed. This is a very complicated process and usually many phenomenological parameters have to be used to describe the highly non-linear hydrodynamic processes which are affected by star formation, AGN feedback and more [11] [12] [13] .
On intermediate scales, higher order perturbation theory and phenomenological modelling of the galaxy power spectrum can be used [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . This is the topic of the present work. In the past, people have mainly looked at the power spectrum in Fourier space [4, 8] . Within linear perturbation theory this is approximated by the so-called Kaiser formula [14] , which includes redshift space distortions (RSD) i.e. the fact that the observed redshift is affected by peculiar velocities which are in turn correlated with matter overdensities,
where µ =k · n is the cosine of the angle between the unit vector in direction k,k, and the observation direction n, which is a unit vector. Herez is a mean redshift of the survey under consideration, P m (k) is the linear matter density power spectrum today, D 1 (z) is the linear growth factor normalized to D 1 (0) = 1, b(z) is the galaxy bias and
is the growth rate, where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the redshiftz. This formula has been generalized in the literature to include non-linearities in the matter power spectrum, usually by replacing D 2 1 (z)P m (k) by a 1-loop or 2-loop power spectrum [15] or by a phenomenological approximation like halofit [16, 19] . Workers in the field have also corrected the 'Kaiser relation' f (z)(k · n) 2 for the peculiar velocity with a non-linear and phenomenological description [20] . With the increasing precision of the data available from galaxy surveys such as Euclid 1 [21, 22] , WFIRST 2 [23] , 4MOST [24] and (DESI) 3 [25] , and with the upcoming HI surveys (e.g. [26] [27] [28] ) that have a very high redshift resolution, it is important to model the theoretical galaxy power spectrum as accurately as possible. Even at scales as large as those of baryon acoustic oscillations, we need to go beyond linear perturbation theory [8, 29] .
Eq. (1.1) is a good approximation to cosmological observations only if we have a small, far away galaxy survey in a fixed direction n at nearly fixed redshiftz. A true galaxy survey lives on our background lightcone and the radial distance between galaxies is related to their redshift difference. The correlation function therefore is truly a function of two directions, n 1 , n 2 and two redshifts, z 1 , z 2 . Assuming statistical isotropy it depends only on cos θ = n 1 · n 2 , z 1 and z 2 . A harmonic transform in cos θ yields the spherical power spectrum C (z 1 , z 2 ). This has been derived at first order in perturbation theory in [30, 31] . Apart from density and RSD, the complete formula includes several relativistic effects like the integrated Sachs Wolfe effect, the Shapiro time delay, the gravitational potential at the source and gravitational lensing convergence (also termed 'magnification bias'). Apart from the last term, all relativistic contributions are relevant only on very large scales corresponding to 10. The gravitational lensing contribution is relevant in wide redshift bins, at relatively high redshifts, z 1, or in widely separated redshift bins [30, 32, 33] . For the redshift bin widths used in this work, we discuss briefly in Appendix D the importance of lensing in angular power spectra, relative to the RSD contribution.
Here, we consider spectroscopic surveys which have a very precise redshift distribution and we shall neglect lensing. We want to determine the effect of loop corrections in Eulerian and Lagrangian perturbation theory as well as other phenomenological approaches to the non-linear matter power spectrum. We study how these corrections affect the observable angular power spectrum, C , when considering density and redshift space distortions, and we compare them with results from the more accurate COmoving Lagrangian Acceleration 1 www.euclid-ec.org 2 https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 3 www.desi.lbl.gov (COLA) [34] [35] [36] [37] simulations. The density and RSD contributions are dominant at relatively low redshifts and for spectroscopic surveys like Euclid; furthermore, it is these terms which are most affected by non-linearities. The main point of this paper is not to make precise forecasts for which certainly the lensing term should not be neglected, but to study the effect of non-linear corrections in the C 's coming from clustering and RSD.
In the next section we derive a 'flat sky approximation' for density and RSD which is surprisingly accurate even at low . In section 3 we describe and compare four different non-linear prescriptions for the power spectrum in redshift space, which can be found in the literature. This section is not new but we spell out these approximations for completeness. In Section 4 we compute the C 's from the different approximations and compare them with the linear and halofit results. We also compare our theoretical predictions to measurements made from a set of COLA N -body simulations. In Section 5 we discuss our findings and conclude.
The flat sky approximation
We want to compute the angular power spectrum C (z 1 , z 2 ) for galaxy number counts from the 3-dimensional power spectrum, where z 1 and z 2 are two (relatively close) redshifts. We start from the correlation function in configuration space which in principle depends on two spatial positions and two redshifts, ξ(x 1 , z 1 ; x 2 , z 2 ) where (x 1 , z 1 ) and (x 2 , z 2 ) are constrained to lie on our background lightcone. We assume that the redshifts are relatively close so that the time evolution between z 1 and z 2 can be neglected. Then the correlation function depends only on r = x 2 − x 1 andz = (z 1 + z 2 )/2 (see Fig. 1 ). This correlation function in real space, ξ(r,z), is the Fourier transform of the power spectrum
Let us now consider the flat sky approximation, which amounts to assuming that the direction from the observer to the points x 1 and x 2 are nearly equal, n 1 n 2 = n, i.e. the survey covers a relatively small patch of the sky in a fixed direction n. This is the situation for which Eq. (1.1) can be used as an approximation for the power spectrum. In this case we can also decompose the separation vector r into components perpendicular and parallel to the line of sight direction n, as shown in Fig. 1 , so we have:
where χ(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z, ν =r ·n as shown in Fig. 1 . Similarly in k-space we define
We now introduce the dimensionless two dimensional vector by k ⊥ ≡ /χ(z). Therefore by using Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) we can rewrite Eq. (2.1) as: On the other hand, we know how to compute ξ(r, z) from the angular power spectrum. In the flat-sky approximation this yields (see e.g. [38] )
By comparing Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), we find the relation between the angular power spectrum and the three dimensional power spectrum in Fourier space as
Note that this approximation is not equivalent to the Limber approximation [39] which is often used for weak lensing calculations where k ( + 1/2)/χ(z) is used instead of an integration of the power spectrum times the Bessel function. In our flat sky approximation we identify the flat sky vectors
and integrate over k . More details about this approximation shall be discussed in a forthcoming paper [40] . Contrary to Limber's approximation, which is bad for the density and RSD contributions to number counts (see, e.g. [41] ), this approximation turns out to be excellent for close redshifts z 1 z 2 , when compared to the exact definition of C (z 1 , z 2 ) which, at low , is given by (see Appendix B of [30] , where we have added the bias dependence) Here P m (k, z 1 , z 2 ) is the matter power spectrum and b(z 1 ), b(z 2 ) are the linear tracer biases at z 1 and z 2 . For large ∆z the flat sky approximation gets worse. This is because this approximation corresponds to replacing the spherical Bessel function by their lowest frequency modes, assuming that |χ(
which is no longer valid when the redshift difference becomes large (see [40] for a detailed derivation -for large redshift differences we additionally need to model the decoherence in P (k, z 1 , z 2 ) correctly, e.g. with the fitting function of [42] ). In Fig. 2 we compare the angular power spectrum for z 1 = z 2 = 1 computed in the flat sky approximation Eq. (2.6) with the one computed with the exact formula of Eq. (2.8). The differences are at most 1%.
3 Non-linear corrections to the power spectrum in redshift space
In this section we give a summary of different non-linear corrections to the power spectrum that can be found in the literature. More precisely we consider four different approaches: 1-loop corrections from standard Newtonian (Eulerian) perturbation theory which we shall term SPT, 1-loop corrections from Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT), corrections from effective field theory of large scale structure (EFT) and the Taruya-Nishimichi-Saito (TNS) model. Some important references for each of these approaches are [16, [43] [44] [45] respectively. We perform all perturbative calculations at the one-loop level (see Appendix A for details). We also make use of a set of measurements of the redshift power spectrum from COLA simulations. These represent our most accurate prediction, with which we can compare the perturbative approaches. These simulations are described briefly below. At the end of this section we compare the different approximations to these simulations.
COLA
We have run a set of 10 Parallel COmoving Lagrangian Acceleration (PICOLA) simulations [35, 37] of box size 1024 Mpc/h with 1024 3 dark matter particles and a starting redshift z ini = 49. These are all run under a similar ΛCDM cosmology with Planck parameters [1] : Ω m = 0.315, Ω b = 0.0493, h = 0.674, n s = 0.965 and σ 8 (z = 0) = 0.811. The simulation redshift space power spectrum multipoles are measured using the distant-observer (or flat sky) approximation 4 and are then averaged over three line-of-sight directions. We further average over the 10 PICOLA simulations. We measure the first three multipoles, the monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole. Using these we can then construct the full anisotropic power spectrum, P (k, µ) 5
where L i is the Legendre polynomial of order 'i' and P i is the i th multipole which is an average over the measurements made from the COLA simulations. Finally, we note that the COLA method is an approximate method and has been shown to deviate from the full N-body approach at smaller scales [46] [47] [48] . This issue can be ignored as we simply use these simulations as a benchmark in accuracy with which to compare the less accurate perturbative predictions outlined next. For example, the redshift space monopole for lowly biased halos was shown to be accurate to full N-body to within a few percent at z ≤ 1 up to k = 0.7h/Mpc in [46] . On the other hand, the quadrupole deviates by up to 10% at z = 1 at k = 0.7h/Mpc in the same paper. Regarding this issue, we expect the dark matter monopole and quadrupole to perform better than the halo multipoles, and for their accuracy to improve at higher redshifts. Furthermore, we expect the theoretical models discussed in this section to perform significantly worse at these scales.
SPT
One-loop contributions to the power spectrum in redshift space (denoted by superscript s) in the context of SPT are already well-established and have previously been calculated in the literature (for a review see e.g. [49] ). Here as a reference we point to Eq. (15) of [43] :
where P lin (k, z) is the linear power spectrum in real space, β ≡ f /b, f being the linear growth rate and b being the linear bias, µ =k · n, and F S 2 (q, k-q) and F S 3 (q,-q,k) are the kernels of higher order perturbations. Their expressions are computed from Eq. (13) of Ref. [43] by neglecting higher order biases. The details of the integrations that appear in Eq. (3.2) are given in Appendix A for completeness. Further, since we only consider dark matter we set b = 1. 4 That is, we assume the observer is located at a distance much greater then the box size (r 1024 Mpc/h), and so all lines of sight are treated as being parallel to the chosen Cartesian axes of the simulation box. Next, we disturb the position of the matter particles using their velocity components (vx, vy or vz).
5 Note that the hexadecapole at the redshifts considered here is already very small in magnitude and so the exclusion of higher order multipoles will only negligibly affect the form of P (k, µ).
LPT
The power spectrum using Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT) is given in Eq. (63) of Ref. [44] ,
where
The pre-factor encodes a damping on small scales from velocity dispersion.
EFT
We also consider effective field theory of large scale structure [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] where counter terms are added to the SPT power spectrum, for which we refer to Eq. (3.8) of Ref.
[45]
We do not apply a resummation scheme as is commonly done in the literature. The effect of resummation has been shown to have a low impact on the fitting to COLA data conducted in [45] . The values of the counter term coefficients have been determined by fitting to the COLA simulations. This follows a similar procedure to [29] . We refer the reader to this work for justifications and details of this procedure. This is briefly described in Appendix C where also the numerical values of the fitting parameters are given.
TNS
The last model we consider is the TNS model. This model was introduced in [16] and is one of the best approaches to perturbation theory known at present, having been applied in the recent BOSS galaxy clustering analysis [4, 8] . It has also been thoroughly validated against simulations and has stood up to other perturbative models [9, 18, 20, 29, 47, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . The model is given by [16] 
The terms in brackets are all constructed within SPT, with δδ, δθ and θθ denoting densitydensity, density-velocity and velocity-velocity 1-loop power spectra. The perturbative correction terms A, B and C are non-linear corrections coming from the RSD modelling while the prefactor is added for phenomenological modeling of the Fingers of God effect. Within this prefactor, σ v , is a free parameter that is fit to the COLA simulations (see Appendix C).
We refer the reader to [16, 29] for a detailed description of the components A, B and C of the model but we give some basic expressions in Appendix B.
Comparisons
In this section we compare Eq. (3.2) (SPT -blue), Eq. (3.3) (LPT -green), Eq. (3.5) (EFT -magenta) and Eq. (3.7) (TNS -orange) with Eq. (3.1) (COLA reconstructed 2d spectrum -grey dots). We also compare Eq. (1.1) with P m (k) given by linear theory (linear Kaiserdashed black), non-linear halofit power spectrum [19] (halofit -red) and the matter power spectrum as measured from the simulations (black dots). These comparisons are done at z = 0.5 and are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for µ = 0 (transversal direction) and µ = 1 (radial direction) respectively. We expect that the grey dots marking the reconstructed COLA 2D spectrum of Eq. (3.1) provide the most accurate modeling for the full spectrum. This will be our benchmark for accuracy. We also show the one-loop contributions to P lin , P 13 and P 22 , of Eq. (3.2) in the upper panels of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . They start to become important at k ∼ 0.1h/Mpc for µ = 0, which is well known from the literature, and on smaller scales for µ = 1 as we can see in Fig.  4 and as we will also discuss later. Furthermore, P 13 and P 22 have opposite signs and their amplitudes are individually much larger than their sum, which is an indication for the well known bad convergence properties of SPT [62] .
The 1-loop SPT power spectrum (blue line) at z = 0.5 is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4 for µ = 1 and in Fig. 3 for µ = 0 (in this plot the blue line is covered by the orange line). One sees clearly that SPT has too much power at small scales and fits the COLA simulations (grey dots) in a satisfactory way only for k 0.1h/Mpc.
The black dots are the COLA matter power spectrum multiplied by the 'Kaiser factor' (1 + βµ 2 ) 2 . They are accurate until about k = 0.13h/Mpc. The keen reader may ask why the grey dots and black dots do not overlap in Fig. 3 at small scales. This could be due to inaccuracies in the COLA velocities used in computing the multipoles as well as the exclusion of higher order multipoles in Eq. (3.1).
Next we consider LPT (green curves). It is clear from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , that the damping introduced in the LPT model is much too strong. Nevertheless, this correction can fit the power spectrum roughly until k < 0.13h/Mpc which is already better than the SPT fit.
The EFT power spectrum is plotted as the magenta line (in Fig. 3 this line is covered by the orange line). Somewhat surprisingly, this fit is only a little but not significantly better than LPT for the angular scales considered. It represents a reasonable approximation until k 0.15h/Mpc. One key reason for the poor fit at µ = 1 is the lack of damping within the SPT spectrum which the EFT counter terms cannot suppress efficiently. The inclusion of resummation is expected to improve the fit (see for example [29] ) but we leave this to future work.
Lastly, the TNS model is shown in orange. Clearly, this model represents the best fit to the full reconstructed simulated power spectrum for µ = 1 (compare the orange line and the grey dots in Fig. 4, lower panel) . It can be used roughly until k 0.2h/Mpc. This is somewhat disappointing, as we aspire to achieve a good fit until k 1h/Mpc -to reach convergence in the C integral for narrow redshift bins we find that we need to go even to 2h/Mpc. On even smaller scales, corrections from baryonic physics, that are not present in the simulations used here, can at any rate no longer be ignored.
We also note that for µ = 0 the SPT, EFT and TNS power spectra are identical, i.e. in Fig. 3 the blue, magenta and orange lines overlay. These spectra only differ in their treatment of redshift space distortions which are absent in the transversal direction, µ = 0.
In Fig. 3 and 4 we also show the comparison of the COLA measurements with the halofit model multiplied by the Kaiser factor given in Eq. (1.1) (red curve). While this approximation is excellent when fitted to the COLA matter power spectrum, see Fig. 3 , it does not correctly model the redshift space distortions. Hence, the higher order RSD and the non-linearity in the continuity equation which is not taken into account in this formula is very relevant. This is also clear from comparing the black dots, obtained from the matter power spectrum of the COLA simulations by multiplication with the Kaiser term, and the grey dots which represent the full sum of the simulated multipoles. It is also interesting to note that while the matter power spectrum of the simulations on small scales is larger than the linear power spectrum, adding all the multipoles actually reduces the power spectrum in redshift space on small scales when compared to the linear power spectrum. While the LPT approximation exaggerates this reduction of power, all other approximations either cannot model it at all or (in the case of TNS) underestimate this effect. This is most visible in radial direction, µ = 1. In the transversal direction, µ = 0, the non-linear corrections from SPT, EFT and TNS all overshoot significantly while LPT is still too small. Here halofit provides the best approximation, see Fig. 3 . In the radial direction, µ = 1, only TNS manages to provide a reasonable fit for k 0.1h/Mpc, but for k 0.2h/Mpc it also starts to overestimate the power significantly so that there is effectively no good analytical prescription available to model the redshift space power spectrum into the non-linear regime. 4 Non-linear correction to the angular power spectrum
To profit optimally from future galaxy redshift surveys (Euclid, DESI, 4MOST, SKA, ...) [22, 24, 25, 63] we must also be able to model scales where non-linearities become relevant. Since the angular power spectrum is the true observable quantity, it is important to study the effects of non-linearities directly on this quantity. In this section, we discuss the effect of non-linearities on the angular power spectrum using the different approaches discussed in the previous section to model them, and we study their effects at different redshifts and for different widths of the redshift bins considered. Although the power spectrum P (k, z) in Fourier space, and its counterpart, the correlation function ξ(r, µ, z), provide some insight into galaxy observations on small scales, here we want to investigate how these non-linearities project onto the sky, i.e. onto the directly observable angular power spectrum.
In the top panel of Fig. 5 we compare the C 's from the different non-linear approximations discussed in the previous section at redshift z = 0.5 and using bin width ∆z = 0.1. For 150, which corresponds roughly to the non-linearity scale at z = 0.5, the spectra agree relatively well. Beyond that scale they become very different, and even though in k-space TNS is a better approximation to the numerical results this is no longer true in space where the CAMB halofit (red line) seems to best mimic the COLA result (grey line), but also this result is more than 20% off at = 1000 from the COLA simulation and a better approximation is certainly needed.
When smaller bin widths are chosen, ∆z = 0.01 for the middle panel and ∆z = 0.001 for the lower panel, the difference between the approximations and the COLA simulations becomes even worse. For these bin widths more small scale power enters the C 's which not only increases their amplitude but also makes them more sensitive to the treatment of non-linearities.
We define the non-linearity scale through the condition
that was also used by Euclid [21, 64] . Here σ 2 (R) is the usual variance of the mass fluctuation in a sphere of radius R,
so that σ(R = 8h/Mpc) = σ 8 . We then associate a non-linearity scale in Fourier space through
A given transversal wave number k ⊥ at redshift z roughly corresponds to a multipole
In Fig. 6 we show (k ⊥ , z) for three different values of k ⊥ as well as NL (z) = (k NL (z), z).
In Fig. 7 we compare linear and non-linear spectra for different redshifts for the TNS model in Fourier space. For k < 0.15h/Mpc the density only spectra (dashed lines) are closer to the linear result than the spectra including RSD with µ = 1 (solid lines). This indicates that velocities exhibit non-linearities already on larger scales than the density. Roughly at spectra are less non-linear than the density only spectra on these scales. Interestingly, the 'cross-over' scale of k = 0.15h/Mpc seems to be nearly redshift independent.
In Fig. 8 we compare linear and non-linear angular spectra for different redshifts using the TNS model for the non-linear case. As we explain later in Fig. 12 and 13 , for the smaller redshift bins which are sensitive to RSD, TNS follows the simulation results better than CAMB halofit. For ∆z = 0.1, the higher the redshift the higher the value of below which our model deviates by less than 10% (black dotted line) from the linear result. Furthermore, redshift space distortions are not very visible in space for ∆z = 0.1 (see top panel of Fig. 8 ).
For ∆z = 0.01 and ∆z = 0.001 (middle and low panels of Fig. 8 ), RSD's are very prominent but now, even for very small , the linear approximation is not sufficient any more. This is due to the fact that a very precise redshift resolution in the spectrum requires a very small radial mode, hence is sensitive to very high values of k which are affected by non-linearities. Physically this just means that we are sensitive to non-linearities if we want high resolution in any direction, radial or transversal. This shift of the non-linear scale to lower 's for narrow redshift bins is also visible in the lower panels of Fig. 5 . This is a very important result of the present paper: if we want to resolve RSD in the angular power spectrum we must have sufficiently precise redshift measurements, in which case the C 's are sensitive to non-linearities in the radial power spectrum.
At the highest redshift, z = 2 and for the most narrow redshift bin, ∆z = 0.001 this yields simply a nearly constant offset from the linear results by about 5%. For lower redshifts and/or larger bin widths the difference from the linear result grows with as one naively expects. It is also interesting to note that for the smallest bin width (bottom panel of Fig. 8) , the deviation never exceeds 10% for z ≥ 1 or z = 0.5 and 500. This can be understood by noting that RSD's which are most significant for the smallest bin width damp the non-linearities.
Mathematically, the fact that non-linearities at small ∆z enter already at low can be understood very nicely from our flat sky approximation. Convolving Eq. (2.6) with a tophat window function of width ∆z we find for a mean redshift denoted byz
Here the spherical Bessel function, j 2 0 (k ∆z/2H) acts as a 'low pass filter' which filters out modes with k 2H(z)/∆z. For very small ∆z the integral therefore extends to high values of k = k 2 + ( /χ) 2 for any , and these modes can become large and non-linear.
In this case non-linearities affect the result even at the lowest values. In other words, for linear perturbation theory to apply it is not sufficient that the relevant transverse modes, k ⊥ = /χ(z) are well in the linear regime, but also the relevant radial modes, k ≤ 2H(z)/∆z must be in the linear regime. A crude approximation yields
We show (∆z) min as a function ofz in Fig. 9 . The critical width is therefore of the order of ∆z ≈ 0.01 to 0.02, for narrower redshift bins (higher redshift resolution) we have to expect that (radial) non-linearities affect the C for all values of , not only for > NL . The radial cutoff scale k ,max , also shown in Fig. 9 , lies well below the non-linear scale for ∆z = 0.1, while for ∆z = 0.01 it is in the range of k ≈ 0.3h/Mpc to 0.8h/Mpc, depending on redshift, already in the non-linear regime. For narrow redshift bins, ∆z = 0.001, it becomes larger than the 'absolute' convergence scale of k ≈ 2h/Mpc, for which the C integral (4.5) converges without any damping from the Bessel function, i.e. also for ∆z → 0 (except for very high where the effective starting value of the integration, /χ, is pushed to higher k).
To illustrate clearly the relevance of RSD's we show the difference between the density only (dashed) and density plus RSD (solid) in the non-linear predictions in Fig. 10 using the TNS approximation. For the widest redshift bin, ∆z = 0.1, redshift space distortions are not very relevant. For small ∆z, however, they significantly reduce the C spectrum at high . As for the power spectrum, on linear scales RSD enhances the power spectrum via the Kaiser effect while on non-linear scales it reduces it due to the velocity overshoot which damps the density power spectrum in redshift space. The crossover between the dashed and the solid line roughly corresponds to the non-linearity scale at a given redshift. This explains also why the crossover location is nearly independent of the bin width ∆z. To quantify the importance of RSD terms, we have performed a simple Fisher forecast for several bin widths. We modeled the RSD's with the Kaiser formula applied to halofit, and only kept the cosmic variance contribution to the noise (neglecting survey-dependent contributions like shot noise and sky fraction). More details about the Fisher analysis are given in Appendix E. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of redshift bin width, ∆z, for three different redshifts. As we see, the RSD signal drops by an order of magnitude when going from ∆z = 0.01 to ∆z = 0.1, highlighting the importance of using narrow redshift bins for measuring RSD. The RSD signal is however still detectable even for wide bins, and it should therefore be included in the C also for ∆z = 0.1.
In Fig. 12 we compare also the result of halofit from CAMB (dashed) with the one from the COLA simulations (solid) for density plus RSD angular power spectra. For the bin width ∆z = 0.1 we only have a slight overshoot of the spectrum at > 400 for z = 0.5, all other spectra are in good agreement. However, for small bin widths ∆z ≤ 0.01, and especially for ∆z = 0.001, the insufficient treatment of the RSD in the halofit model where they are taken into account simply by the linear Kaiser formula, leads to a significant spurious amplification of the power spectrum already at low values of . This overshoot is more significant at lower redshifts, where nonlinearities are more relevant, but it is already visible at z = 2.
In Fig. 13 we compare the results using the TNS approximation (dashed) with the one from the COLA simulations (solid) for density plus RSD angular power spectra. Clearly, the TNS approximation handles redshift space distortions much better that halofit and the spurious excess is reduced and no longer visible for z = 1.5 and 2.0. However, we have checked that the relative difference between the simulation result and TNS is larger than cosmic variance for z = 2 and > 200 as well as z ≤ 1.5 and = 100 for narrow bins, ∆z = 0.001. It becomes larger than cosmic variance at = 700, 350 and 200 forz = 1.5, 1 and 0.5 respectively for both bin widths, ∆z = 0.01 and ∆z = 0.1. This indicates again that for slim redshift bins, ∆z = 0.001, non-linearities are relevant already at low (where however cosmic variance is very large). For wide redshift bins, ∆z = 0.1, where RSD are not very relevant, the halofit model from CAMB is actually a better approximation than TNS. We have already seen this in Fig. 5 .
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we have compared different perturbation theory-based schemes to treat nonlinearities in the angular power spectrum. We also compare these predictions with COLA simulations. These simulations are percent level accurate within k 1h/Mpc when compared to full N-body measurements of the matter power spectrum [37] . At the level of the redshift space multipoles, the simulations still provide fair accuracy up to k ∼ 0.3h/Mpc [29] . All other models considered here are less accurate and so we use the COLA simulations as our benchmark in accuracy.
In particular, we compare standard perturbation theory (SPT), Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT), the effective field theory of large scale structure (EFT) and the TNS model. For these approaches, we provide two bases of comparisons. The first is at the level of the two dimensional redshift space power spectrum P (k, µ). At this level we make the following conclusions:
• The TNS model offers the best modelling of the RSD anisotropy, being comparable to the COLA measurements into the quasi linear regime, k 0.2h/Mpc, at z = 0.5, and over a wide range of µ.
• LPT and SPT do the worst depending on the value of µ. At µ = 1 where the Fingers of God effect dominates, LPT out-performs SPT while the two do comparably well at µ = 0.
• Non-linear RSD modelling is essential in modelling the 2D power spectrum. This has been checked by comparing the Kaiser formula combined with the halofit nonlinear matter power spectrum to the COLA measurements. Despite being a good approximation at µ ∼ 0, it performs the worst out of all models at µ ∼ 1 and k 0.1h/Mpc.
The second basis for comparison is at the level of the angular power spectrum. We note that this quantity is more directly related to our observations. Our main conclusions are the following:
• We find that the flat sky approximation is valid at percent level accuracy and so adopt this for all our comparisons of C .
• At large bin widths (∆z ∼ 0.1), RSD is much less important and the main contributor to non-linear information is within the matter power spectrum. At this bin width the most accurate prescription is halofit combined with the Kaiser factor, being accurate to within a few percent of the COLA measurement up to 400 at z = 0.5.
• Small bin widths greatly enhance the impact of non-linear RSD. Because of this, the TNS model out-performs all other models for ∆z = 0.01 and ∆z = 0.001. Despite this, it is still a poor approximation, being accurate to within a few percent for 150 at z = 0.5.
• For small bin widths, non-linear RSD information becomes important at very small , with very large non-linear effects (∼ 10%) being found at ≤ 50 at z = 0.5 for the TNS model.
• For large bin widths, the effect of lensing cannot be ignored, and at z = 0.5 with ∆z = 0.1, it is already equal in magnitude to the RSD signal at ≤ 150 (see Appendix D).
In conclusion, at the level of the angular power spectrum, it becomes very difficult to disentangle non-linearities and various contributions to the signal. In particular, at low redshift, non-linear RSD can play a large role at ≤ 150 for small bin width choices while for large bin widths lensing begins to dominate the signal. At high redshift (z > 1) nonlinear RSD is better controlled but lensing becomes more important for large bin widths. At z = 1 lensing is sub-dominant to RSD up to 500 for small and large bin width choices. The TNS model offers a relatively good prescription to model the non-linear effects of RSD in the angular power spectrum, but is still very limited, especially at low redshift where non-linearities are enhanced.
While this can be circumvented by only considering spectra for 'linear' for wide redshift bins, this becomes impossible for narrow redshift bins. In fact, for ∆z 0.001, where we need to accurately model the non-linear spectrum to high k for all values of , no prescription is currently accurate enough. It appears therefore that at least for now the angular spectrum is less well suited to measure RSD's than the correlation function.
We have found that while the TNS approximation is the only one with a reasonably good treatment of velocities, it does not reproduce well the COLA angular power spectra for wide redshift bins, ∆z ≥ 0.1. For such wide-bin spectra, RSD's are not important and halofit, which gives the better fit to the density only power spectrum than TNS, is actually preferable. On the other hand, for slim redshift bins, ∆z ≤ 0.01 TNS is a much better approximation. For such bin widths, radial non-linearities are already relevant for very small 's which renders halofit, or even more so the linear power spectrum, simply useless. On the other hand, on scales > NL (z), where also the transverse wave number enters the non-linear regime, also the TNS approximation which models the pure matter density power spectrum becomes insufficient, especially at low redshift, z 0.5. From this work it is clear that we are still far away from modelling the angular power spectrum at 1% precision over a reasonable range of . But we now know better in which direction we have to make progress. We need to model the density power spectrum similar to halofit but then correct for non-linear RSD like in the TNS model. Especially, if we want to model the C 's in narrow redshift bins where they are sensitive to redshift space distortions. This is essential if we wish to safely extract very important cosmological information. We must make sure to model RSD very precisely, as they can enter the C 's at small NL (z) depending on the bin width.
APPENDIX A Derivation of the 1-loop terms
Following the notations and conventions in [43] for Eq. (3.2), we have:
where β ≡ f /b 1 and b 1 denotes the linear bias. The symmetrised expression for F S 2 (k 1 , k 2 ) and the unsymmetrised one for F 3 (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) are shown in Eq. (13) of [43] . We symmetrise F 3 (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) and find F S 3 (q, -q, k), neglecting higher order biases. As can be seen in Eq. (13) of [43] , the expressions for F S 2 and F S 3 are given in terms of J S 2 , J S 3 , K S 2 and K S 3 , which can be computed from the general nth order expression as found in literature (see for example Eq. (10a) and (10b) of [65] ). While Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3) given below are easily available in literature, for obtaining Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.5), we have used the expression for n = 3 and symmetrised it. However, our results did not match very accurately with the symmetrised expression obtained from Eq. (11) of [43] , and therefore we explicitly write them below in Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.5). We find these relations to be as follows:
Here 'Sym' indicates symmetrisation in q 1 , q 2 and q 3 . One can replace q 1 , q 2 , q 3 and q = q 1 + q 2 + q 3 as required and effectively calculate these kernels. The final expressions for F S 2 (q,k-q) and F S 3 (q, -q, k) along with subsequent calculations can be found in a Mathematica notebook whose link we will provide in an upcoming version. In the kernels F S 2 and F S 3 we encounter the scalar productsq · n ≡ µ q = cos(γ),k · n ≡ µ = Figure 14 . Vectors and angles involved in the calculations of P 13 and P 22 :k is the direction of the wave vector k of Eq. (3.2) and q is also given in Eq. (3.2). n is the line-of-sight direction.
cos(α), andk · q ≡ x = cos(β). We also define r = |q|/|k|. We can write µ q in terms of µ, x, and φ q , where φ q is the angle between the projection of q and n onto the plane perpendicular tok (see Fig. 14 )
For an arbitrary function ψ(k, q), we can write:
Therefore the integration corresponding to P s 22 in Eq. (A.1) reduces to
(A.8) where we take the integral over φ q analytically, and the result can be found in our Mathematica notebook. We write P s 22 as a sum over powers of µ, b 1 and f as 9) and finally by integrating over r and x we find the coefficients A mn (r, x) numerically. Next, we explain the computation of P s 13 , where the integration is as following:
We integrate over φ q and µ q analytically, the result of which is contained in our Mathematica notebook. Then similar to P s 22 , we write P s 13 as a sum over powers of µ, b 1 and f as
and by integrating over r numerically, we find the coefficients B mn (r) which are given in our Mathematica notebook. We use the minimum and maximum values of wave number that we have from our CLASS output, for the limits of q. In order to avoid numerical problems, we use series expansion for large and small values of q.
B TNS model A, B and C correction terms
In this appendix we present the basic forms of the RSD correction terms appearing in Eq. (3.7). These terms are given as
where µ p =k ·p, r = k/q and x =k ·q. Explicit expressions for A mn ,Ã mn , a mn and B n ab can be found in the Appendices of [16] . The C(k, µ) term is known to have small oscillatory features and thus it is usually omitted in the literature. We choose to include it in our work.
C Fitting Procedure for EFT and TNS model
To fit the RSD free parameters of the EFT (Eq. 3.5) and TNS (Eq. 3.7) models to the simulation data we simply minimize the χ 2 where Cov , is the Gaussian covariance matrix between the different multipoles, and k min = 0.006 h/Mpc. The number of degrees of freedom N dof is given by N dof = 2 × N bins − N params , where N bins is the number of k−bins used in the summation and N params is the number of free parameters in the theoretical model. Here, N params = 2 for EFT and not 3 because we only fit the first two multipoles 6 , and N params = 1 for the TNS model. We increase k max until χ 2 red (k max ) ≥ 1. This gives a good indication of where the model doesn't fit the data so well anymore. In the fit we keep cosmology fixed to the COLA simulation's fiducial values and so only vary the counter term coefficients and σ v .
We apply linear theory to model the covariance between the multipoles (see Appendix C of [16] for details). This has been shown to reproduce N-body results up to k ≤ 0.300h/Mpc at z = 1. In the covariance matrix we assume a number density of n = 1 × 10 −3 h 3 /Mpc 3 and a survey volume of V s = 4 Gpc 3 /h 3 which are similar specifications for a Euclid like survey [22] . The best fit parameters as well as k max are shown in Table 1 .
D Neglecting the lensing term
Throughout the paper, we have neglected the lensing contribution to the angular power spectrum. In this appendix, we show that among the three different redshift bins that we used, namely, ∆z = 0.1, ∆z = 0.01, and ∆z = 0.001, lensing is of the same order as the RSD contribution for ∆z = 0.1 while for the other two redshift bins, it is negligible.
In Fig. 15 , we show the ratio of lensing to the RSD term for different redshifts with ∆z = 0.01 (left panel) and ∆z = 0.1 (right panel). For ∆z = 0.1, lensing is not negligible which compared to RSD, however, we have shown that for this window width, RSD effect is also not very significant. For ∆z = 0.001 (left panel), we can see that lensing terms are at most 1% of RSD terms. It is also interesting to note that for ∆z = 0.1 the lensing signal is very small at < 400. This comes from the fact that the lensing signal is the sum of the always negative lensing-density correlation and the positive lensing-lensing term. As the density term is larger than lensing, at low redshift the signal is dominated by the first term and is therefore negative. At sufficiently high redshift when enough lensing has accumulated, the lensing-lensing term starts to dominate and the signal becomes positive. For ∆z = 0.1 this happens roughly at z = 1. For ∆z = 0.01 this happens roughly at z ∼ 0.5 for the low multipoles, < 200 while for higher multipoles the positive lensing-lensing signal dominates. Since the cross correlation lensing(z 2 )-density(z 1 ) is significant only for density fluctuations at redshift over which the lensing term is integrated, z 1 < z 2 , this contribution is smaller for smaller redshift bins.
E Fisher forecast
In this appendix, we explain in more details the Fisher forecast we have done for RSD detection. We replace each µ 2 term with A µ µ 2 , where A µ is an artificial amplitude with fiducial value of 1, and our aim is to forecast how precisely we can measure this amplitude. For non-linear RSD, we simply use the Kaiser formula applied to halofit model, basically replacing P (k , χ ,z) in Eq. (2.6) with the Kaiser formula given in Eq. (1.1), we have
where ∆ is the density perturbations in redshift space ∆(n, z) = δ(n, r) − ∇ z v z (r) aH(z) , (E.2) and θ = ∇ z v z (r)/aH(z), where z is the line of sight direction. For the Fisher forecast, we follow a similar approach as the one used in Section 4 of [66] . The Fisher matrix for parameters α and β with covariance matrix, C, follows the formula
which for our case with one parameter, A µ and covariance matrix being the C 's, reduces to
(E.4)
